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An expanded session of the executive of the Division
and Astronomy {tas held on Februd General Physics
the Institute of Solid State Physics,
at
1983,
16,
rry
Sciences of the USSR (Chernogolovka,
,tcademy of
to celebrate the 20th anniversary
MoscowDistrict), 'fhe
session heard the following rerf the Institute.

prts:
l. An opening speech by Academician A. M. Prokhorov, secretary of the Division of General Physics
;rndAstronomY.
2. Yu. A. Asip'yan.

Basic research directions in the

V. F. Gantmakher. Low-temperature hinetics aJ
conductionelectrons in rnetals and semiconductors.
Although the situation in the low-temperature kinetics
ol solid-state electron-hole plasmas with a long carrler mean free path has calmed down somewhat since
the sensational result of the 1960s, which led to the
appearanceof so-called fermistics, some important
changeshave still occurred in the past decade and a
half. We can distinguish two basic directions in this
research.
The first is to study the scattering processes in a
solid-state electron-hole plasma. A successful transitlon has been made from measurements of certain
average scattering probabilities to measurements of
the probabilities for scattering by a phonon or some
speeific impurity as functions of the position of the
electron on tfie Fermi surface. A transition has been
madefrom measurements of the total cross sections
for the scattering of electrons by dislocations in metals to measurements of diJferential cross sections. In
he reflection of electrons from a surface it has become possible tc measure the dependence of the probabtlity for specular reflection of an electron on the
ang{.eof incidence and on the position of the electron on
tle tr'ermi surface instead of Leasuring an average
dlffusenesscoefficient over all electrons. All this
prcgress can be
credited to the use of kinetic effects
on extremal trajectories-the rf size efiect, the cyclotton resonance, the de
Haas-van Alphen effect, the
transverse-focusing
effect, etc. -to study scattering.
leveral new results have been obtained. For example,
It has been
found that even the exponent in the temperat
dependence
of the electro-phonon scattering prota.ur.e
1'tItY depends on the shape of the Fermi surface, so
tttat even
when a conduction electron is incidenr norloally on
the surface of a metal there is a significant
Probability for its specular reflection, so that elec8qS
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Institute of Solid State Physics.
3. V. F. Gantmahher. Low-temperature kinetics of
conduction electrons in metals and semiconductors.
4. E. G. Ponyatoushil. High-pressure phases in
condensed systems and metal-gas systems.
5. S. ?. Uileiko.
ceramic matrices.

Fiber composites with metallic and

6. V. A. Tatarchenho.
applications.

Profiled crystals:

growth and

Four of the reports are summarized below.

tron-electron scattering can be singled out and measured even in nontransition metals, and so that electrons can be heated to a temperature higher than that
of the Iattice not only in semiconductors but also in
metals. Experimental techniques have been refined to
the point at which it is possible to "see" the conversion of an electron into a hole upon reflection from the
interface between a normal metal and a superconducting
metal. By studying the magnetoresistance of photoelectrons in germanium cooled to liquid-helium temperature it has been found possible to single out and study
the inelastic scattering of these electrons by impurity
atoms.
A second thrust in the research in the low-temperature kinetics of electron-hole plasmas has been to
study new phenomena in electrodynamics. Unfortunately, a brief listing of results in this direction would
be far less informative, because each area we would
name-the magnetostrictive excitation of sound due to
oscillations of the diamagnetic susceptibility of a metal,
features of the propagation of helicons at large amplitudes of these oscillations, and the excitation of thermomagnetic and galvonomagnetic waves-is filled .,'rith new
phenomena which demand explanation. There is, however, a clear trend in this research. Its center of
gravity is gradually shifting toward nonlinear electrodynamics. In metals, nonlinearities result from the
effect of the magnetic field of currents on electron trajectories and thus on the conductivity. Although tltis
research direction is relatively young, it has already
seen much progress and many discoveries. For example, there are current states: macroscopic electromagnetic moments which arise during the bombardment
of a metal by an intense electromagnetic rvave as a result of rectification effects in a skin layer. These current states are in many ways reminiscent of ferrolhagnetism: The metal exhibits a hvsteresis and is parti-
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tioned into domains. Among the nonlinear effects is the
effect of a helicon wave on itself, when the magnetic
field of the wave combines with an external field to
change the helicon dispersion law. We should also
mention the appearance of a soliton-like cument distribution in a skin layer at a large amplitude of an
alternating field, in which case the skin current is
concentrated near a surface at which the alternating
magnetic field vanishes, and it moves into the interior

E. G. Ponyatovskii. High-pressure phases in cottdensed systems and m.etal-gas systems. In his program papers,r ,,Which problems in physics and astrophysics are especially important and interesting at this
point?," V. L. Ginzburg added to a list of ten such probIems that of phase transitions and critical phenomena
and that of producing new materials with unusual properties. A constant stimulus to ttre development of research in these interesting directions in modern solidstate physics is ttre experimental progress being obtained at high pressures. This report summarizes
s'ome results on isomorphic transitions in solids and
high-pressure phases in metal-hydrogen systems lrom
work carried out in the Laboratory of High-pressure
Physics at the Institute of Solid State physics of the
Academy of Sciences of the USSR.
An experimental study of the effect of pressure on an
isomorphic conversion in cerium in 1gb8 (Ref. 2) led to
the conclusion thatthe curve representing this conversion should terminate at a liquid-vapor critical point.
It should be noted that the suggestion that critical
points of this type could occur on phase-transition lines
in solids contradicted the ideas prevalent at the time.3
Subsequent experiments confirmed the conclusion of
Ref. 2, however, and it has now received a tleoretical
basis.
Research on isomorphic conversions in solids has
been one of the primary fields of activity of the Laboratory since its organization. A long list of materials
has been found in which the isomorphic transition terminates in a critical point. particularly
interesting are
the phase diagrams of the compound SmS and its alloys,
which exhibit such a highly unusual phenomenona as the
presence of critical points at both ends (the high- and
low-temperature ends) of an isomorphic-conversion
Iine (Fig. 1). Experiments on the effect of the doping
of SmS by other rare earths indicate that it is possible
to bring the critical point up to atmospheric pressure
and to room temperature; this possibility opens up
some tempting new possibilities for direct experimental study of critical anomalies in solids and for the
practical use of these anomalies.
The experimental work has been accompanied by the
development of thermodynamic models for isomorphic
transitions in the materials which have been studied.
A phenomenological approach which has been developed
in the Laboratory is based on the representation of
these materials as pseudosolutions of ions in various
8/t6
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along with this plane; the nonlinear cyclotron resonance,
caused by the influence of the magnetic field of a wave
on the time required for an electron moving in a cyclotron orbit to traverse a skin layer; and the nonlinear
resonanees involving hopping trajectories, which arise
from a focusing of electrons which have left the surface
of a metal by the exponentially decaying magnetic mi_
crowave field in a skin laver.

valence states. This approach hasfurnishedaquantitatively correct description of the data available on the
corresponding phase diagrams and on the pressure and
temperature dependences of the volume properties.
This approach has also generated predictions of several
aspects of the behavior of these properties near the
critical points. The models which have been developed
contain a minimum number of adjustable parameters.
The properties of cerium, for example, can be described well by a model of pseudobinary solutions which
uses only experimental data on the specific volumes of
both isomorphic phases at atmospheric pressure and on
the coordinates of the critical point.5 A model of
pseudoternary solutions has recently been developed for
SmS and its alloys. This model puts ions with an intermediate valence on an equal footing with ions with an in
teger valence. This model gives a good description of
both the rather complicated phase diagrams (Fig. 2)
and tfie physical properties of SmS-GdS solid solutions
The appeal to representations regarding pseudosolutions with effective concentrations as internal parameters has made it possible to develop a unified description of some conversions markedly different in
nature. For example, the same formalism has successfully described the characteristics of the stimulated IIV radiation from the isostructural transition in
crystals witl the dianthracene structure; this transitlo:
also terminates in a critical point, 6
Another promising direction in the recent research I'
ttre Laboratory is the study of high-pressure phascs ln
metal-hydrogen systems. In the mid-19?0s, a melhor
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FIG. L. ?, r Diagram of the system Sm1= G{ S in,tbe-reFl't
of isostruetural
isoconcentration transitions,
2, 3, I-n'r'
in which Sm2t, Sm3n, and SmI ions, respectively, are Prfdominant (SmI are intermediate-valence ions); Kt, E27.sr:
"critical points ; solid curve-first-order
transitions ;
curves-supercritical
anomalies.
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